CROSSWORD
No. 16,059 Set by NEO

ACROSS
1 Group of eight taking time in old grotto (6)
5 Courage shown in personal column? (8)
9 Peter out in allotment finds incline (8)
10 Work in texting service is painful (6)
11 Really dislike exam after two low grades (6)
12 Poet retaining English structure as basis (8)
14 Musical performer doubly caddish? (5,7)
18 Sedation abused during fights in sick films (5,7)
22 Model and casual worker behind schedule (8)
25 Dreadful setter in the way (6)
26 Irritant gas about Mars causing stroke (6)
27 Greek character’s piece about men reversing ban (8)
28 Write article on nearly-new drug (8)
29 Mother drinking Tango becomes issue (6)

DOWN
2 Not many supporting scoundrel in travel restriction (6)
3 One sent letter in area with Don feeding Dee (9)
4 Irritation right in retina that needs treatment (9)
5 Fabric is held in short wooden strip (7)
6 Hard to be expelled from immaculate social group (5)
7 Courageous Victor breaking into Bank of Scotland (5)
8 Get iron transmuted to new element (8)
13 Bluejay appearing regularly in meadow (3)
15 Morals hit badly when Sky drops The Stones? (9)
16 Tutor in break makes check (9)
17 Educated to use repetition following lecturer’s lead (8)
19 Creature from Old World lakes originally (3)
20 Tower viewed in modified telescope firm put out (7)
21 Persian for one using iron railway (6)
23 Artwork for King or Queen (5)
24 Ship loads drink that’s brought back strength (5)

Solution 16,058
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